AWS Database Modernization Workshop

Move forward with database modernization with Insight and AWS.

How you manage your databases matters. When teams spend too much time on manual scaling and maintenance, when the cost of retaining staff needed for database support keeps climbing, and the cost of steady consumption continues to grow, it’s time to do something different.

The AWS Database Modernization Workshop delivered by Insight helps your organization get a comprehensive and strategic view of your databases to help you prepare for modernization with AWS®. This two-day offering includes a workload review, technical assessment and opportunity assessment to demonstrate the value your business can achieve by replatforming legacy databases with AWS.

Workshop activities and output

During this engagement, Insight and AWS database specialists determine potential modernization scope and timelines, address questions and concerns from key stakeholders, and educate key personnel on AWS technologies, performing the following activities:

- Analyzing existing applications and databases for complexity and sizing
- Rationalizing potential replatforming against AWS databases and determining migration efforts
- Providing high-level timeline, effort and cost savings against existing architecture

Why AWS for database modernization?

AWS is a leader in database innovation and expertise. Make your databases more efficient and cost-effective with AWS solutions for performance, scalability, data analysis and elastic demand.

Innovation
- Database migration service and schema conversion tool
- Aurora MySQL® and Aurora PostgreSQL®, RDS for open source databases
- DynamoDB® with DAX, EMR, Redshift and Spectrum, and other services

Expertise
- Professional Services, partners, service teams
- Workload qualification framework
- Patterns and recommendations

By the end of the engagement, your team will have the benefit of the following output items:

- Questions answered
- Design brief depicting logical architecture, decision points and technology selections
- Application and database categorization
- Workload sizing and parts list
- Actions register with next steps list owned by account team
- Timeline of next steps and action plan

Driving innovation with digital transformation

At Insight, we help clients enable innovation with an approach that spans people, processes and technologies. We believe the best path to digital transformation is integrative, responsive and proactively aligned to industry demands. Our client-focused approach delivers best-fit solutions across a scope of services, including the modern workplace, modern applications, modern infrastructures, the intelligent edge, cybersecurity, and data and AI.

Learn more at:
solutions.insight.com | insight.com

Getting started is easy.

Scan this code to learn more about Insight and AWS offerings and connect with our team.
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